Results
The effect of a given parameter on the impeller performance was evaluated using both distributions of key performance variables and integrated "global" performance variables. Figure  4 shows the impact of the various parameter on the global head coefficient and efficiency. Figure  5 shows the effect on global distortion parameter.
Ideally, the flow split should be equal on either side of the partial (or short) blades. However, the initial lean cases modeled also changed the blade trailing edge angle. Therefore, to understand whether it was the backward lean or the blade exit angle distribution that lead to the improvement, two additional cases were rtm which studied these two variations independently. Figure 14 shows that the backward blade lean is the dominant cause for the decrease of b-t-b distortion and from figure 5 it appears that a combination of blade lean and blade exit angle variations may be more effective than lean alone (VPI #2 vs. VPI #5). This concept looks promising but presents two potentially negative aspects:
(1) the h-t-s distortion rises proportionally to the decrease in b-t-b distortion, and (2) the blade lean c_,ncepts may be more difficult to manufacture.
Conclusions
The PSTT has, with the use of CFD, improved the performance of rocket engine
impellers. 
